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Klip Xtreme KSH-290 Headset Wired with Microphone

Specification

Brand Klip xtreme
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Connectivity Technology USB
Special Feature Volume Control
Polar Pattern Omnidirectional
Item Weight 4 Pounds
Item Dimensions L x W x H 2 x 6.2 x 10 inches
Power Source Corded Electric
Number of Channels 1
Model KSH-290

Headphone

Driver unit: φ27mm
Frequency: 20Hz-20kHz
Impedance: 32Ω
Maximum power output (P.M.P.O.): 150mW
Sensitivity: 100dB ± 3dB/mW (S.P.L. at 1kHz)
Color: Black

Microphone

Directivity: Omnidirectional
Frequency: 30Hz-16kHz
Impedance: 2.2kΩ
Sensitivity: -58dB ± 3dB

General

Connection type: USB
Buttons: In-line command capsule
Cable length: 70.9in

What’s In the Box

Stereo Headset Wired with Microphone

Product Description

Jam to the beat of your own music with the KSH-290 Stereo Headset. A comfortable yet adjustable design provides
long-lasting use, so you can wear it all day long without causing any discomfort. 27 mm diameter drive units deliver a
wide frequency response, lower distortion and also a deeper bass you can really feel. Whether you’re listening to
music or playing an action-packed video game, the KSH-290 provides superior quality audio reproduction, and the
best performance for your most demanding applications.

Lightweight stereo headset
Handy in-line command capsule
Omnidirectional microphone with adjustable arm
Ideal for PC interactive gaming, internet voice chats, conferencing, mobile phones and a wide range of portable
devices
Adjustable headband and foam earpads provide comfortable listening for hours on end

Features

Klip Xtreme, a US Company committed to Quality and Customer Service with over 16 Million products shipped
since 2003
Klip Xtreme Business or Call Center Headset with Volume Control and Microphone Boom
On-Ear Lightweight design with adjustable Headband allows for a comfortable fit
The USB Connector and long 70inch Cable allow for an easy connection and plenty of cable to connect to any
device



Great for Classrooms, Education centers, Business and Call centers

Warranty & Support

Product Warranty: For warranty information about this product

Frequently Asked Questions

How do you set up a wired headset?

Locate an open USB port on your computer if your headset has a USB connector. Connect the USB connector for
the headset to the USB port. Your computer should detect and set up the headset for use, and when it’s prepared, it
might show a notice message in the lower-right corner.

Where should I plug my headset with mic?

The common audio-out plug-in that is found on speakers and headphones is called a “3.5 mm audio out.” 3.5 mm
connectors, which are often green in colour, plug into headphone ports. Most 3.5 mm audio-out ports also
accommodate audio-in (e.g., microphones).

How do you use headphones?

Put the in-ear headphones on after ensuring proper orientation. Put the ear tip of either side of your head where it
belongs. With the help of the other hand, gently pull your earlobe to make room for inserting the ear tip into your ear
canal. Put the wire in front of or behind you, depending on your inclination.

What color is the headset jack?

The jacks are color-coded green for line-out, which is for speakers or headphones, blue for line-in, and pink for a
microphone, unless your computer is really old. The speaker and microphone jacks could also have a little graphic
next to them.

Which port do I plug my headset into?

For 3.5mm jack-equipped wired gaming headphones, these are the ports to utilise. The audio jack, phone jack, and
aux input are common names for this headphone jack, which is a member of a family of electrical connections for
analogue audio transmissions.

How does a headset microphone work?

The head attachment that comes with the headset microphone enables hands-free operation. It provides a great deal
of mobility and turns spoken words into electrical impulses that may be sent. The headset microphone, for instance,
can be utilised to make phone calls when paired with earbuds or headphones.

What is the difference between microphone and headphone?

With a headset, you can speak thanks to the built-in microphone. A headphone contains an embedded microphone
that is not attached or visible and is primarily used for listening to audio files, whereas a camera is primarily used for
video conferencing or video calls you make.

Does every headphone have mic?

The majority of multi-purpose headsets contain a microphone that may be used for calls or even online gaming,
despite the fact that headphones are traditionally meant for listening to music. Because numerous microphone kinds
and performance levels exist, certain headsets may be superior than others based on your needs.

Do wired headphones sound better?

In general, wired headphones typically offer higher sound quality than wireless ones. But with the most recent
developments in wireless technology, wireless headphones’ sound quality has significantly increased.

Why are people using wired headphones?



Since wired headphones don’t need to be charged, you never have to worry about running out of juice or having to
remember to plug them in. They’re also far tougher to forget, in my opinion, and much simpler to keep track of (a
single pair of headphones rather than two earbuds and a case).

Why is my headset mic not working?

Consider the following remedies: Check to see if the mute button on your headset is turned off. Check to see if your
computer and microphone are properly connected. Ensure that the system default recording device is your
microphone or headset.

Which is more comfortable headphones or earphones?

In comparison to earbuds, over-the-ear headphones are a much superior option. In addition to preventing music from
entering your eardrums directly, most over-the-ear headphones are typically more comfortable to use than earbuds.

What are the disadvantages of wired headphones?

Even inside pockets, wires can tangle. The earphones could be harmed if the wire is tripped. Possibly not “future-
proof” The only files of any quality are the audio ones. Wearing it may be uncomfortable.

How do I set my headset mic as default?

Type “control panel” into the taskbar’s search box, and then click on it. Select Sound and Hardware. Select Manage
Audio Devices from the Sound tab. Click your headset on the Playback tab before selecting the Set Default option.

Do stereo headphones have a mic?

Some stereo headsets can be used with a cellphone and come with a microphone. Stereo sound is essentially sound
that has been simultaneously recorded on two separate channels and delivered to a device that can distinguish
between those channels. This is possible with a stereo headset.
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